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Abstract 
 

Single point incremental forming (SPIF) is an emerging application in sheet metal prototyping and small batch 
production, which enables dieless production of sheet metal parts. This research area has grown in the last years, 
both experimentally and numerically. However, numerical investigations into SPIF process need further 
improvement to predict the formed shape correctly and faster than current approaches. 

The current work aims the use of an adaptive remeshing technique, originally developed for shell and later 
extended to 3D “brick” elements, leading to a Reduced Enhanced Solid-Shell formulation. The CPU time reduction 
is a demanded request to perform the numerical simulations. A two-slope pyramid shape is used to carry out the 
numerical simulation and modelling. Its geometric difficulty on the numerical shape prediction and the through 
thickness stress behaviour are the main analysis targets in the present work. This work confirmed a significant CPU 
time reduction and an acceptable shape prediction accuracy using an adaptive remeshing method combined with the 
selected solid-shell element. The stress distribution in thickness direction revealed the occurrence of 
bending/unbending plus stretching and plastic deformation in regions far from the local deformation in the tool 
vicinity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

The research interest in Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) processes has been growing in the last years, both 
experimentally and numerically, in the context of sheet metal forming processes. The designation of incremental 
forming processes covers several techniques with common features. A review on technical developments of ISF 
variants in the last years can be found in the work of Emmens et al. (2010). In the present work, particular attention 
will be dedicated to the Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) variant as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Single point incremental forming setup. 
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SPIF process reveals itself as an interesting application due to its flexibility, where symmetrical or 
asymmetrical shapes can be built. This process flexibility is given by the motion of a single spherical tool without 
any type of die or mould needed. This means that the sheet side opposite to the tool does not contact with any mould 
or support. The dieless nature of SPIF process was first envisioned by Leszak (1967). The use of this method was 
possible with the advance of technology, more specifically with the appearance of numerical control machines. The 
tool path can be controlled by using CAD/CAM software, where a change in the final shape can be quickly and 
inexpensively done. The pre-programmed contour combines continuous contact of the tool along the sheet surface 
with successive small vertical increments. After each vertical increment, a contour in the next horizontal plane starts, 
with the final component being constructed layer by layer. The sheet is previously clamped along its edges using a 
clamping frame (blank holder). A backing plate can be needed with the objective to decrease springback effect 
during the forming progress. Springback phenomena can also be avoided using a compensatory algorithm (Allwood 
et al., 2010).  

Due to the vast number of new topics to explore, many works have been carried out. A number of authors 
have experimentally and numerically studied the final product geometry in order to analyse the influence of several 
parameters involved in the SPIF process. From the numerical standpoint, force prediction and geometric inaccuracy 
on SPIF simulation can be provided by Finite Element Method (FEM). In previous academic research works, 
Rabahallah et al. (2010) and Guzmán et al. (2012) the force prediction and shape prediction were studied. In both 
works a special focus was given to a two-slope pyramid which is a challenge in terms of computation time and 
prediction of force and shape accuracy. Both authors have used a shell finite element in their FEM analysis. 
However, Duchêne et al. (2013) have used a solid-shell finite element in order to investigate the influence of 
Enhanced Assumed Strain (EAS) formulation in the accuracy of the shape.  

The numerical simulations consist in the use of an adaptive remeshing as strategy to reduce the CPU time. 
The numerical shape prediction is compared with experimental measurements along the middle section of the sheet. 
The selection of three finite elements on distinct regions of the sheet mesh along the middle section is used to 
analyse the stress behaviour in thickness direction. The analysis of the stress components can allow the 
understanding of the main deformation mechanisms responsible for the formability within SPIF process.            

 

2. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

The numerical simulations include an adaptive remeshing algorithm combined with a hexahedral finite 
element, which is a solid-shell finite element. It is worth noting that no previous work has been carried out using 
remeshing strategies with solid elements for SPIF, which makes this work innovative.  

 
 

2.1.  Adaptive remeshing technique 
 
The adaptive remeshing method was implemented within an in-house implicit FEM code called 

LAGAMINE, developed at the University of Liège (Lequesne et al., 2008) and initially applied to a shell element 
COQJ4 finite element (Jetteur and Cescotto, 1991; Li, 1995). In the present work, this technique was extended to be 
used with solid-shell finite element, with a RESS formulation (Alves de Sousa et al, 2005, 2006, 2007). The main 
principle of this numerical technique is based on the fact that only a portion of the blank mesh is dynamically 
refined in the tool vicinity, following its motion. Doing so, the requirement of initially refined meshes can be 
avoided and consequently, the global CPU time can be reduced (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Adaptive remeshing procedure. 
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The adopted remeshing criterion is based on the shortest distance between the centre of the spherical tool 
and the nodes of the finite element. The size of the tool vicinity is defined by the user through the expression:     

              
2 2 2D α(L + R ) ,                                                                          (1) 

where D is the shortest distance between the center of the spherical tool and the nodes of the element, L is the 
longest diagonal of the element, R is the radius of the tool and α is a neighborhood coefficient also chosen by the 
user.  

Following this idea, the coarse elements respecting the criterion (eq. 1) are deactivated and become a 
“refined cell” which contains all information about new smaller elements. Each coarse element is divided into a 
fixed number of new smaller elements. The partition of each coarse mesh is based on the number of nodes division 
per edge (n) defined by the user. The transference of stress and state variables from the coarse element to the new 
elements is performed by an interpolation method. This interpolation method is based on a weighted-average 
formula from the work of Habraken, (1989). If the tool is farther from a refined element and the “cell” does not 
respect the criterion (eq.1), the new elements are removed and the coarse element is reactivated. However, the shape 
prediction could be less accurate if the new elements are removed. Consequently, an additional criterion is used to 
avoid losing accuracy. If the distortion is significant, the refinement remains on the location of the coarse element. 
This is based on the distance, d, between the current position of every new node, Xc, and a virtual position, Xv. The 
virtual position is the position of the new node when it has the same relative position in the plane described by the 
coarse element, as illustrated in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Distortion criterion, lateral view. 

 
The criterion for reactivating a coarse element is given by: 

wheremax c v d d          d = -  . X X      (2) 

where dmax is the maximum distance chosen by the user. 
As this refinement method does not take into account any transition zone between coarse and refined 

elements, there are three types of nodes: old nodes, free new nodes and constrained new nodes. The constrained 
nodes are used to allow the structural compatibility of the mesh. The degree of freedom (DOF) and positions of the 
constrained nodes on a “cell” edge depend on the two old nodes (masters), which are extremities of this edge. The 
variable number of DOF induces a modification in the equilibrium force and in the stiffness matrix. During the SPIF 
process simulation many elements are refined and coarsened, so as a result many cells are created and removed. A 
“linked list” is used as a data structure to insert and remove cells at any point in the list. More details of this adaptive 
remeshing technique can be found in the work of Lequesne et al. (2008). 

 
 

2.2.  Finite element formulation  
 
The RESS finite element is a hexahedral element composed by 8 nodes and each node has three DOF. A 

combination of Enhanced Assumed Strain method (EAS) (Simo and Rifai, 1990) and hourglass stabilization in the 
element reference plane, with the use of an arbitrary number of integration points in thickness direction, characterize 
this formulation. The volumetric locking effect is reduced using the EAS method and the reduced integration in the 
element plane. These choices give more deformation modes to the finite element structure. However, the reduced 
integration in the element plane provides spurious modes of deformation called hourglass phenomena. 
Consequently, the mentioned stabilization scheme is used to alleviate the hourglass effect. More detailed 
information of this formulation can be found in the series of works of Alves de Sousa et al. (2005, 2006 and 2007). 

The use of a conventional solid element requires several element layers to correctly capture bending effects 
and multiple layers of finite elements along the thickness increases the computation time. Figure 4 schematically 
presents the advantage of RESS finite element structure compared with different 3D finite elements scheme 
available in some commercial softwares. 
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     a)                     b)                          c) 

Figure 4: Comparison between fully integrated (a), reduced integrated (b) and RESS finite elements (c). 
 

The choice of a solid-shell formulation to simulate sheet metal forming operations is also based on the 
possibility to use a general 3D constitutive law of material behavior, while classical shell finite elements are 
implicitly based on plane stress/strain assumptions. Additionally, thickness variations and double-sided contact 
conditions are easily and automatically considered with solid-shell finite elements. 

 

3. TWO-SLOPE PYRAMID NUMERICAL VALIDATION 

The numerical simulation of SPIF addressed in the current section consists of a two-slope pyramid 
benchmark with two different depths. The sheet material is low carbon steel alloy, DC01, with an initial thickness of 
1.0 mm, being clamped on its border by means of a 182 mm x 182 mm blank holder. The tool tip diameter is 10 mm 
and the tool path is based on successive quadrangular paths with a vertical step size of 1.0 mm per contour. The 
number of contours for the first slope of the pyramid is 60 and 30 contours are present in the second slope. The 
experimental tool path points were given in order to use it in the numerical simulations. These SPIF experiments as 
well as the shape measurements were performed by the team at KU Leuven (Duchêne et al., 2013) who provided all 
the required data for the numerical simulations and their validation. The dimensions of an ideal design are 
schematically shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 - Component nominal dimensions. 

   
The shape analysis is divided in four sections (A, B, C, D), in order to analyse them separately in the 

middle section of the mesh model (see Figure 6), to avoid the influence of Boundary Conditions (BC). The material 
behaviour is elastically described by E = 142800 MPa and ν = 0.33. The hardening type adopted is a mixed one, 
with an isotropic constitutive model. The kinematic part of the hardening is introduced by a back-stress tensor 
described by non-linear Armstrong-Fredrick model (Duchêne et al., 2013). The plastic domain is described by a von 
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Mises yield surface and the isotropic hardening behaviour is defined by means of a Swift’s law. The chosen 
parameters are listed on Table 1. The initial yield stress (σ0 ) is 144.916 MPa. 

 
Table 1 – Material parameters. 

Name and hardening type Swift parameters Back-stress 
Swift 

Isotropic hardening K=472.19MPa; n=0.171; ε0=0.001 Cx=51.65; Xsat=5.3 

 
Figure 6 illustrates two distinct meshes refinements. Due to the square geometry in XY plane (see Figure 

5.a) and to benefit the computation time reduction, only half of the sheet is modelled. This simplification also can 
provide a similar result as a full mesh (Henrard, 2008). The initial refined mesh (reference mesh) is composed by 
2048 elements disposed in one layer of RESS finite element in thickness direction. The coarse mesh used with 
adaptive remeshing method is modelled by 128 elements on the sheet plane with one layer of RESS finite element in 
thickness direction. However, the nodes at the top layer of both meshes define the contact element layer at the 
surface. The contact modelling is based on a penalty approach and on a Coulomb law (Habraken and Cescotto, 
1998). So, both meshes have two layers of elements (solid-shell + contact element) in thickness direction, and the 
spherical tool was modelled as a rigid body. Finally, Coulomb friction coefficient between the tool and sheet is set to 
0.05 (Henrard et al., 2010) and the penalty coefficient is equal to 1000 [N.mm-3]. 
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Figure 6 - Reference mesh (1) and coarse mesh used with adaptive remeshing (2). 

 
The numerical shape prediction is extracted from the middle section of the half mesh used within the FE 

model. To avoid inaccuracy due to BC effect, each pyramid wall section is analysed separately. 
Displacement BC was imposed (see Figure 6) in order to minimize the effect of missing material at both 

central edges along the symmetric axis. This type of BC is introduced by a finite element called BINDS and it is a 
link between the node displacements of both edges (Bouffioux et al., 2010; Henrard et al., 2010). The absence of 
backing plate and blank holder in the numerical model was replaced by the clamped BC at the borders of both 
meshes. The absence of clamping devices avoids more contact interactions during the numerical computation, 
beyond the tool contact motion, decreasing CPU time. 

Different values for each parameter were tested for derefinement distance (dmax) as well for the number of 
nodes per edge (n): dmax values were 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm; n values were 2 and 3 nodes. The value used for α 
coefficient is equal to 1.0. These values used for each remeshing parameter were chosen based on a previous 
sensitivity analysis using the line-test benchmark simulation (Bouffioux et al., 2008). The total number of elements 
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in both meshes includes the number of all finite elements of the model (RESS+CFI3D+BINDS). The number of 
integration points through the thickness used in RESS finite element is 5 Gauss Points (GP).  

Table 2 presents the adaptive remeshing procedure performance. It is possible to confirm the adaptive 
remeshing advantages even when the final number of elements is higher than the reference mesh.   

 
Table 2 – Adaptive remeshing technique performance. 

Mesh type CPU time CPU time 
Reduction (%) Initial nº of elements Final nº of elements 

n=2 dmax=0.1mm 6h:28m:25s 76.67 
298 

2602 

n=3 
dmax=0.1mm 13h:38m:43s 50.8 4394 
dmax=0.2mm 13h:18m:2s 52.1 4394 

Reference 27h:44m:27s ------- 4282 4282 
 
The application of the adaptive remeshing with n equal to 3 allows a CPU time reduction of 50% when 

negligible difference for different values of dmax parameter is observed.  The CPU time reduction using n equal to 2 
is considerably larger than for n equal to 3. However the accuracy obtained with different refinement levels are 
analysed in the following section.  

The main numerical outputs presented in the next sections are the final shape of the sheet, in a middle-
section along the symmetric axis in different directions (see figures 5.b and 5.c) and stress state behaviour. The 
deformed shape evolution is also analysed for different tool depths. 
 
 

3.1. Shape prediction 
 

In the current section, the deformed shape predictions from the bottom nodes are compared to the available 
experimental results. The experimental shape measurements were extracted using Digital Image Correlation (DIC) 
throughout the SPIF process (Guzmán et al., 2012). Figure 7 exhibits the shape prediction in Y direction using the 
adaptive remeshing procedure in simultaneous comparison with the reference mesh and experimental measurements. 
Different adaptive remeshing parameters are tested in order to assess their influence in the numerical shape 
accuracy.  
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Figure 7 - Final shape prediction in Y cut for different refinement levels after the tool unload. 
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It can be observed in Figure 7 that an acceptable accuracy is achieved between the numerical results and the 

experimental measurements. The derefinement criterion occurs with more frequency using dmax equal to 0.2 mm 
than for dmax equal to 0.1 mm. A low value of dmax parameter means that the refinement is kept increasing the mesh 
flexibility. In this case, at the transition region of wall-angle on section A, the adaptive remeshing using n equal to 3 
combined with dmax equal to 0.2 mm seems more accurate than the others numerical simulations results. Figure 8 
exhibits a zoom at wall-angle change of section A, which evidence a better shape prediction using n equal to 3 
combined with dmax equal to 0.2 mm.  
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Figure 8 – Zoom of shape prediction at wall-angle change on section A in Y cut for different refinement levels. 

 
In the following, the average relative and absolute errors are computed and presented in Table 3 for each 

refinement level. The difference between the numerical result along the middle section on the meshes and the 
experimental measurements is computed for the common values in the corresponding axis. Previously, the 
numerical values along of middle cross section were linearly interpolated for the corresponding values of 
experimental measurements. The average relative error is computed using the following expression:  

  

      N 2

2
i=1

(Num. - Exp.)Error(%) = N * 100
Exp.

                  
         (3) 

where Num. is the numerical value, Exp. is the experimental value and N is the number of points in X axis. 
 

Table 3 – Average error for Y cut section A. 

Y cut (A) Remeshing mesh Reference mesh 

Error Relative (%) 
n=3; dmax =0.1mm 5.95 

6,37 n=3; dmax =0.2mm 5.32 
n=2; dmax =0.1mm 9,22 
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In general, the refinement level using adaptive remeshing method with n equal to 3 nodes per edge presents 

better approximation to the experimental results than the reference mesh and n equal to 2 nodes per edge. However, 
an improvement was obtained using n equal to 3 combined with dmax equal to 0.2 mm at the wall-angle transition 
region. Its absolute error at wall-angle change is equal to 0.12 mm while using n equal to 3 and dmax equal to 0.1 mm 
the absolute error at wall-angle change is 2 mm.  

The section B of Y cut presents a similar behavior as the section A, as can be seen in Table 4). However, 
the absolute error at the wall-angle change is more noticeable on section B for n equal to 3 nodes per edge with 
different values of dmax. It presents an absolute error of 3.53 mm using dmax equal to 0.1 mm and the error decrease to 
2.49 mm using dmax equal to 0.2 mm.  

 
Table 4 – Average error for Y cut section B. 

Y cut (B)  Remeshing mesh Reference mesh 

Error Relative (%) 
n=3; dmax =0.1mm 6.63 

6.94 n=3; dmax =0.2mm 6.37 
n=2; dmax =0.1mm 9.93 

 
In this first cut analysis, the section A has better shape accuracy than the cut B. However, for both sections 

a better shape accuracy was achieved using a dmax value equal to 0.2 mm. Probably, this fact occurred due to a 
derefinement at some regions of the wall angle mesh during the simulation forming, which leads to an improvement 
at the wall-angles transition area.   

Figure 9 exhibits the shape predictions in X direction using the adaptive remeshing procedure after tool 
unload. The numerical result below was obtained using the adaptive remeshing parameters n equal to 3 nodes per 
edge with different dmax values of 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm. 
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Figure 9 - Final shape prediction in X cut for refinement n equal to 3 nodes per edge, after tool unload. 

 
The numerical results on the X cut are considered symmetric, once the wall-angles of sections C and D are 

similar.  Table 5 presents the average error in X direction, at the middle section.   
 
 

C D 
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Table 5 – Average error for Y cut section C or D. 

X cut (C and D) Remeshing mesh 
Error Relative (%) 

n=3; dmax =0.1mm 4.72 
n=3; dmax =0.2mm 4.77 

 
 The average relative error analysis of X cut using dmax equal to 0.1 mm is negligibly smaller than the use of 
dmax equal to 0.2 mm. However, at transition region of wall-angle change, and it is visible that for dmax equal to 0.1 
mm the shape accuracy is better than for dmax equal to 0.2 mm.    

Figure 10 exhibits the comparison between the experimental measurements and the numerical results of 
four different contours. The numerical curves are intentionally shifted to coincide with experimental at similar depth 
value. The missing data of the experimental measurements near the backing plate and near of X equal to 0 mm are 
difficult to extract with the use of DIC (Guzmán et al., 2012). The numerical results were obtained using the 
adaptive remeshing method with n equal to 3 nodes per edge and dmax equal to 0.1 mm. 
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Figure 10 - Shape prediction for X cut at different depth steps using the adaptive remeshing method. 

 
The numerical results follow the overall shape of the experimental measurements for the contours 20 mm 

to 60 mm. However, there is a difference at the central region of the mesh due to non-refined area of contours 40 
mm and 60 mm. This difference occurs when the refinement and derefinement criteria were not achieved in the 
finite elements near the central area of the mesh. Firstly, due to distance between the tool and the nodes in the tool 
vicinity (see Figure 12.1) and secondly, due to no significant deformation happening in mesh plane (see Figure 3). 
To understand the deviation occurrence at the central region of the mesh for contours 40 mm and 60 mm using the 
adaptive remeshing method, a new analysis was carried out. Thanks to a simulation using the reference mesh of 
Figure 6.1 and another one with adaptive remeshing method and a new value of α coefficient equal to 3 combined 
with dmax equal to 0.1 mm, accuracy at the central area of the meshes has been further analysed. Figure 11 presents 
the obtained results with both refinement topologies.   
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Figure 11 - Shape prediction for X cut at 40 mm and 60 mm of depth. 

 
The obtained results using the reference mesh proves that the refinement at the central region avoids the 

numerical deviation error. However, even with a high value of α coefficient the deviation using the adaptive 
remeshing the deviation continues, due to fulfil the derefinement criterion. The refinement at the central area 
remains if a significant distortion occurs and if the dmax value is higher than the value chosen by the user. Once the 
forming tool does not move on the referred region, the refinement due to a high value of α coefficient is deleted and 
the coarse elements are reactivated. 

At 80 mm depth, Figure 10 presents a visible error in the transition zone of the wall-angle. This shape error 
was mentioned by Guzmán et al. (2012) (see Figure 12 in Guzmán et al., 2012) as the “tent” effect. In order to 
understand the origin of this shape inaccuracy after wall-angle transition, the following section will present a stress 
analysis in the thickness direction.  

   
 

3.2. Through thickness stress 
 

The main interest of the current section is the analysis of stress state in thickness direction in different wall 
regions of the mesh at the middle section. The stress state is obtained using the adaptive remeshing technique at the 
end of two different forming stages. Figure 12 exhibits the mesh plane view and the elements selected.  
 

1)       σ11 

σ22 

Tool 
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2)  
Element a) Element b) Element c)  

Figure 12 –Position of three selected elements after contour 60 mm (1) and after contour 90 mm unloading step (2). 
 

The stress analysis behaviour of each Gauss Point (GP) through thickness is performed at different forming 
depths for three selected elements. The GP positions are such that GP1 is near the sheet external surface (the one not 
in contact with the tool) and GP5 near the internal surface. The orientation of the local stress components in plane 
are σ11 and σ22 can be recovered by their projections in Figure 12. The component σ33 is the stress state in thickness 
direction.  

Figure 13 presents the relative stress (σ/σ0) values (σ0 being the initial yield stress 144.916 MPa) at the 60th 
contour (at the beginning of the forming of the second slope pyramid when the tool has already had contact with the 
sheet and going deeper). The associated mesh and the tool position is shown in Figure 12.1.  
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Figure 13 – Stress components through the thickness for the three elements at depth stage 60 mm.  
 

The cyclic strain path associated to SPIF, checked by He et al. (2006), confirms the bending/unbending 
type of load associated to a stretch forming. The σ11 and σ22 stress components (Figure 13) of the element a) at 
middle position on the 60º wall has a typical scheme resulting from such stress state. Guzmán et al. (2012) used a 
shell finite element to analyse a two slope pyramid made in Aluminum AA3003, similar to the DC01 pyramid 
studied in the present work. As expected, the stress states computed by shell and solid-shell approaches present both 
similarities and discrepancies. The results from Guzmán et al. 2012 were based on the shallow shell theory, thus 
they assumed that the mid-plane coincides with the neutral plane. The solid-shell element formulation allows a 

σ11 

σ22 
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greater flexibility and takes into account through thickness shear stresses and normal stress in thickness direction in 
addition to the membrane stresses. The deformation characteristics of SPIF during the tool contact could induce a 
strong element deflection (as probed by the choice of dmax equal to 0.2 mm in the previous section). Hence, the shell 
hypothesis of the mid/neutral plane could be considered as somewhat severe. The membrane stress distribution in 
Figure 13 for element (a) and (b) could be considered as the sum of bending/unbending plus stretching, as 
previously observed by Eyckens et al. 2010. The typical stress distribution is depicted schematically in Figure 14 
assuming for simplicity elastic behaviour. Indeed true behaviour is more complex as plasticity occurs in both 
bending and unbending processes (see equivalent plastic strain values in Table 6) and local contact generating σ33 as 
well as through thickness shear stresses justifies a slightly higher plastic strain near internal surface. The stress 
profile of σ33 related to element a) in the wall middle section presents the typical gradient expected due to tool 
contact. The GP near the internal surface (GP 5) is associated to the tool compression effect during the forming path 
and zero stress on the external surface (GP 1). For element b) at change of slope, a more complex pattern of σ33 is 
observed due to further plasticity increase at this location during the forming of the second pyramid, however higher 
number of GP computation confirms a null stress at external surface. 
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Figure 14 – Simple elastic schematic representation of bending/unbending plus stretching associated to elements a) and 

b). 
 Figure 15 presents the relative stress (σ/σ0) values at 90 mm depth for each GP through the sheet thickness. 

Figure 12.2 is its corresponding mesh, note that the tool has been removed, it is an unloaded configuration. 
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Element a) Element b) Element c)  

Figure 15 – Relative stress components in thickness direction for the three elements at the end of 90 mm, after tool unloaded.  
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The elements a) and b) at the end of contour 90 have a similar stress profile to the pattern of contour 60, 
however, they present identical or higher values stress values. The strong increase of membrane stresses of GP 5 
compared to Figure 13 as well as the values of equivalent plastic strain in Table 6 confirm that additional plastic 
deformation appeared  at depth 60 (change of pyramid slope) during  further forming  (increased value from 0.599 to 
0.855). Already mentioned in the work of Guzmán et al. (2012), the “tent” effect (Behera et al. 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014) called from displacement of the material at depth 60 mm during second pyramid forming (see Figure 
11) happens. As explained in Figure 12 of Guzmán et al. (2012), structural bending effect far from the tool location 
induces this displacement as the smaller slope angle increases the lever arm of the tool force and generates high 
moment in this transition zone. Guzmán et al. 2012 showed that it occurs only as an elastic effect for their case, 
however in the present work a different material is used and plastic strain in element b) clearly 
increases between contour at 60 and 90mm depth. Comparing element b) at contour depth 60mm (Figure 13) and 
element c) at contour depth 90mm in Figure 15 and in Table 6, one can observed typical differences of stress states 
in SPIF formed shapes with  high and low slopes respectively. Plastic strain levels in all GP as well as the normal 
stress and shear stress components in thickness direction of element c) are smaller. The thickness profile of   σ11 and 
σ22 stress components of element c) in Figure 15 is associated to one moment and a stretching stress suggesting that 
plasticity did not occurred in both bending and unbending events. 

 
Table 6 – Relative values of σ13/σ0 and σ23/σ0,

p
eq , yield strength and σeq at contours 60 and 90. 

Element Contour 60 mm Contour 90 mm 
a b c a b c 

σ13/σ0 
GP 5 -0.379 -0.146 0.006 -0.344 -0.096 -0.160 
GP 3 0.112 -0.271 -0.002 -0.026 0.158 0.181 
GP 1 0.668 0.270 -0.002 0.538 0.3273 0.495 

σ23/σ0 
GP 5 -1.145 0.080 -0.000 -1.027 -1.585 0.005 
GP 3 0.554 0.076 0.001 0.429 0.658 0.031 
GP 1 0.598 -0.136 0.001 0.593 1.264 0.193 

p
eq  

GP 5 1.251 0.599 0.000 1.251 0.855 0.483 
GP 3 0.873 0.356 0.000 0.873 0.571 0.283 
GP 1 1.077 0.581 0.000 1.077 0.869 0.491 

Yield  strength [MPa] 
GP 5 490.677 432.721 144.916 490.719 459.828 417.064 
GP 3 461.408 395.8978 144.916 461.408 429.186 380.753 
GP 1 478.321 430.4598 144.9161 478.321 461.061 418.199 

σeq [MPa] 

(Von Mises) 

GP 5 464.132 398.134 20.720 462.506 425.074 329.010 
GP 3 262.035 382.365 11.043 223.949 93.438 270.531 
GP 1 232.149 425.234 34.809 256.896 458.994 305.779 
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4. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS  

 The present work discusses the application of an adaptive remeshing procedure in the numerical simulation 
of a two-slope pyramid shape, using solid-shell elements. In general, the shape prediction and the stress analysis in 
thickness direction were the main contributions of this work. An acceptable accuracy was obtained when comparing 
the numerical results in different stages with experimental DIC measurements. The adaptive remeshing procedure 
using the RESS finite element was compared with a reference mesh (without remeshing), being able to accurate 
reproduce the results but reducing the CPU time considerably. It has shown the advantage to strongly decrease the 
number of nodes and elements during the FEM simulation of SPIF. The comparisons made between meshes 
topologies with different refinement levels have showed their influence in the shape accuracy and CPU time. Most 
of numerical shape error comes from transitions areas, as near the backing plate edge and at the wall-angle change. 
However, the error near the backing plate is only noticeable at the end of the simulation. The adaptive remeshing 
parameter dmax showed negligible influence on CPU time. The increase of dmax value improved the shape accuracy at 
the wall-angle change on section A and B but the same improvement was not verified for sections C and D. 
However, concerning the relative shape error found for different dmax values used, the error difference between both 
shapes sections can be considered negligible. The adaptive remeshing parameter which has exhibited a significant 
influence in the shape accuracy was the number of nodes per edge (n). 
 The stress analysis through the thickness of the sheet exhibited a bending/unbending plus stretching, 
already documented in previous publications, while the shear stresses remain very small. The combination of 
membrane under tension with bending behaviour was also found at different levels of depth. The elastic stress state 
affects the geometrical shape accuracy, mainly, after the wall angle transition. Future research can be focused in the 
relation between the stress state analysed here and the deformation mechanisms documented in literature.  

Compared to shell simulations, the solid-shell approach allows prediction of detailed through thickness 
stress behaviour. For the studied case (DC01 steel material and a 2 slopes, non symmetrical pyramid  with angles  
60/30° and 60/35° and respective depths 60/90 mm), one can confirm that the change of slope zone is plastically 
affected by the second pyramid forming process. Note that only elastic effect was predicted in this zone for a similar 
pyramid (AA3003 aluminum material and a 2 slopes, symmetrical pyramid with angles 65/30° and respective depths 
63/90 mm).  

From the results obtained and the analysis performed, it is clear that the combination between a 3D finite 
element and a remeshing strategy becomes appropriate to perform future SPIF simulations. Besides the drastic CPU 
time reduction while keeping accuracy, the use of the presented framework into further studies will allow for a 
deeper understanding of SPIF mechanisms, as could be shown in the present manuscript.  
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